Phage display, SELEX and other methods of combinatorial chemistry have become very popular means of nding ligands with high a nities to given targets. Despite their success, they su er from numerous sources of error and bias, such as very low initial concentrations of species, non-speci c binding, and the sampling of only a tiny fraction of the library at the end of an experiment. To understand the interaction of these errors and to better devise molecular search strategies that take the errors into account, we devise and analyze a highly detailed model of phage display. The model is speci cally designed to study the in uence of the stochastic nature of each laboratory step. The model includes phage multivalency, multiple classes of targets, and solid-phase equilibrium and washing, yet it is amenable to analytic results and rapid computer simulation. With both analytic and simulation approaches, we (1) describe the e ects of target concentration, phage valency, degree of background binding and other laboratory parameters on the probabilities of phage binding and of being selected; (2) show the e ects of an increasing selection stringency strategy and how it results in a tradeo between rapid library enrichment and high probability of sampling the best ligands; and (3) show how the number of phage sampled for detailed study at the end of a search alters search success and suggests how many generations to perform.
Introduction
Methods of combinatorial chemistry such as phage display and SELEX have revolutionized pharmaceutical design and means of studying molecular binding 5, 13{17, 24, 33, 34, 38, 40] . They are based on the general scheme of making a large library of diverse ligands and putting Submitted to the Journal of Molecular Biology it through repeated iterations of selection and ampli cation. In selection, those ligands with assayable, desired properties are preferentially separated from the remainder of the library. In ampli cation, the relatively few selected ligands are copied to form a new generation. In some protocols, mutation after selection provides additional ligand diversity and allows searching for ligands not included in the initial library.
Despite the enormous popularity and success of these methods, the theoretical work developed for them so far is quite limited (Recent review in 19]). Irvine et. al. developed a model and extensive analysis for SELEX 12] , and Mandecki et. al. described a basic model for phage display 22] . Several experiments demonstrating the e ects of valency and a nity in phage display are summarized in 25] . However, there is no full theoretical treatment that incorporates the many details involved. This is unfortunate, as these methods su er from many sources of error and bias that can be limited or partially circumvented with the appropriate theory. Some of the most signi cant of these sources include (1) stochastic sampling of the space of possible ligands for library design, (2) very low initial concentrations (possibly only one copy of each species), (3) stochastic washing, elution and other processes, (4) nite population size e ects, (5) non-speci c binding, and (6) very small sample sizes for studying the results. The combination of these biases and errors can be very di cult to appreciate without a theoretical basis.
To consider these issues, we develop and analyze a model of phage display that incorporates detailed probabilistic descriptions of every typical laboratory step. In phage display, the ligands are short polypeptides expressed on the surface of a phage. The library is generated by inserting DNA for the desired sequences within the DNA for a coat protein. A probabilistic approach is necessary to handle the minuscule concentrations of individual species and the combinatorial probability questions related to search performance. Features of the model include phage multivalency, multiple classes of targets, and solid-phase equilibrium and washing. Despite these complexities, the model is amenable to analytic results and rapid computer simulation.
In this paper, we present the model and several sets of results possible with it. In section 2, we de ne the model and realistic ranges for its parameters. Some mathematical details of the model are in the Appendix. In section 2.1, we derive a single-step model for the entire selection process, collapsing and hiding many mathematical details into a simple probabilistic expression. Section 3.1 contains a detailed examination of the e ects of several laboratory parameters and phage properties on the probabilities of phage binding and being selected in one selection/ampli cation round. Section 3.2 shows the probability distribution for the mole fraction of a species after one round of selection/ampli cation. In section 3.3, we consider the e ects of an increasing selection stringency strategy and how it results in a tradeo between rapid library enrichment and high probability of nding the best ligands. Section 3.4 shows how the number of phage sampled for detailed study at the end of a search alters search success and can be used to suggest how many generations to perform. An extensive discussion section highlights model assumptions and applications. Figure 1 : Phage display model. Arrows show the di erent paths that can be taken by an individual phage during a round of selection and ampli cation. tot { initial ligand, BX i { ligands bound to X (T = target, P = plastic) in valency i (monovalent or bivalent) after equilibrium, free { ligands unbound after equilibrium, WX i { ligands bound to X in valency i after washing, E { ligands eluted from well, samp { ligands collected during sampling, A { ligands after ampli cation, R { ligands after renormalization. By \plastic," we are referring to all non-target surfaces to which phage can bind (background binding) such as the polystyrene well or a poor blocking agent. 2 
Model
We base the model on one of the more common protocols for phage display, in which the peptide sequence is expressed at the amino terminus of the pIII minor coat protein of phage M13 or a similar lamentous phage. There are most likely ve copies of the pIII molecule at one end of the phage 7], so binding is multivalent provided the distance between target molecules is su ciently small. To demonstrate which results are robust to changes in phage valency, our derivations are in terms of arbitrary valency v. v = 5 corresponds to all pIII molecules containing the peptide insert. v < 5 corresponds to either a phagemid or a pentavalent phage that has had some pIII molecules proteolyzed.
The model is composed of six distinct steps, each corresponding to a process in a typical laboratory protocol: (1) library design, (2) competitive equilibrium, (3) washing, (4) elution, (5) sampling, (6) ampli cation and renormalization. Figure 1 shows these steps along with the possible paths that a single phage in the pre-equilibrium library can follow.
The model and its results are quite di erent depending on whether the binding is to surface-bound target or to target in solution. In this paper, we con ne ourselves to the surface-bound target case, which we refer to as solid phase binding.
Since the model is probabilistic, it is more convenient at times to work with number of molecules rather than their concentrations. Throughout this paper, ligand or target variables alone refer to the number of such molecules. As usual, when enclosed in square brackets, the variables refer to concentrations. Because binding is to a solid surface, concentrations may be per unit volume or per unit area. Concentrations of unbound phage are in moles/liter or moles/cm 3 . Concentrations of target, plastic binding sites, and phage bound to target or plastic are in moles/cm 2 . The variables in this paper and their units are listed in Table 1 .
Library design To simulate building a library, phage a nities are drawn from an a nity distribution p(K a ), the probability that a ligand chosen at random from the set of all ligands has a nity K a . In this work, we use the Receptor A nity Distribution (RAD) model with parameters B = 10:0, S = 8:0 and = 1: 4 18 ]. The RAD model results from assuming that binding surface subsites on two molecules have a given probability for being either complementary or uncomplimentary. The number of complementary subsites, and hence the binding free energy, follows a binomial distribution, resulting in the a nity distribution shown in Fig. 2 . This model has been successfully t to data from studies of immunoglobin binding and the human olfactory system, from which the parameters we use were chosen 18] . A similar model is described elsewhere 6]. Alternative models for p(K a ) include the Sips distribution 35] and the log-normal distribution 8, 21] . These distributions share with the RAD distribution the general property that the majority of ligands have low a nity and fewer and fewer have higher a nities.
It is useful to note that the mean of the RAD distribution, as well as that of the log- normal distribution, is signi cantly larger than the distribution's mode Fig. 2 ]. This results from the extremely long tail of the distribution (in nite for the log-normal), beneath which the majority of the distribution's cumulative probability can be found. Such tails are in contrast to those in other distributions, such as the Gaussian, in which the tail or tails drop towards zero much more rapidly. This di erence has great signi cance for why applied molecular evolution methods work so well. We return to this topic in the Discussion. We use these distributions to give \intrinsic" a nities to target K T a , those observed for a monovalent ligand binding a monovalent target 39]. They are modi ed into \statistical" a nities, ones that take into account multiple binding sites, in the multivalent mass-action equations. For non-target surfaces (which we generically call \plastic", though this may include surfaces other than a polystyrene well), a nity is set at a constant a nity K P a for all phage.
Equilibrium The competitive equilibrium is solved using the mass-action equations for n ligands binding to m targets, with di erent a nities between each ligand and each target. Here we consider the speci c case of binding to an intended target and to the plastic (m = 2), though the extension to m > 2 targets is straightforward.
Multivalent binding is described using mass-action equations in which the intrinsic a nities are converted to statistical a nities by way of coe cients appropriate for the number of binding sites 9, 10, 37, 39] . We use the statistical a nities and rate constants for a ligand with valency v; however, we allow only up to two binding interactions. We impose this limit principally because steric constraints are likely overwhelming after two pIII molecules have bound to the surface and make three bonds far less likely than two. Additionally, studies have suggested that the concentration of eluted phage depends roughly on the square of target concentration 36], a result expected for bivalent binding. Finally, while we have an estimate for the cross-linking association constant of the second interaction Appendix A], we have no simple means to estimate the cross-linking association and rate constants for subsequent interactions. Note that, for phage binding free target in solution, all ve interactions are possible { as steric hindrance is much less of a concern. We also assume no phage cross-links both a target molecule and the plastic surface, as the targets are elevated o the surface and either abut or are separated by blocking agent.
For binding to targets immobilized on a surface, we use the \ad hoc" surface binding model, in which the rst interaction's on-and o -rates k on and k off are replaced with e ective rate constants k f and k r that incorporate both di usion of phage to a surface and binding to immobilized target 9, 10] Fig. 3] . The ad hoc model is summarized in Appendix A along with our modi cations of the model for v-valent binding. The second interaction is characterized by a cross-linking association constant (K x ) and on and o cross-linking rates (k fx and k rx ) that take into account intrinsic a nity and the limited mobility of a monovalently bound multivalent ligand 11, 37] .
For n species of v-valent phage undergoing the two reactions to surface-bound target Because target molecules are immobilized on the solid surface in a random fashion, the number of targets seen by a monovalently-bound phage will vary depending on how the targets are deposited. We incorporate this variation by assuming that target molecules are uniformly distributed over the binding surface of area A and by regarding the free target concentration in Eqn. (1) 
where t is the washing time. For clarity, since all variables are with respect to phage i, subscript i has been omitted. The terms in Eqns. (13) and (15) and the rst four terms in Eqns. (12) and (14) are the standard ows to and from free, singly-bound and doubly-bound states. The last terms in Eqns. (12) and (14) take into account one receptor acting as a source of phage for the other 10]. For example, the last term in Eqn. (12) is equal to the rate at which phage are released from plastic binding sites multiplied by the probability that they will be immediately bound by target. Similarly, the last term in Eqn. (14) incorporates target acting as a source of phage for plastic. These equations are di cult if not impossible to solve analytically, particularly since the e ective rate \constants" are functions of T 0 ] and P 0 ] Appendix A]. However, we are only interested in the solution for the washing stage of the laboratory protocol. Because the wash uid is typically sprayed into the well under pressure and rapidly poured out, we can safely set 0 ] = 0. Similarly, any phage dissociated from one type of receptor will be washed away before it has an opportunity to bind to the other receptor, eliminating the last terms in Eqns. (12) and (14) . Finally, using the excess receptor approximation, we set T 0 T tot and P 0 P tot , which removes the dependency of the coe cients on the unknowns. 
The solutions for P;1 (t) and P;2 (t) are of exactly the same form but with the target variables replaced with the corresponding plastic variables. We have not found an analytic solution other than for the excess receptor case. These probabilities can be used in trinomial distributions to probabilistically simulate washing, giving the number of phage i that remain singly bound, remain doubly bound or are washed o . The washing model does not incorporate stochastic distributions for the target locations, plastic binding sites, or bound phage. This extension is far more complex than for the equilibrium, as the local concentration of bivalently-bound phage is dependent upon the local concentration of targets. The consequences of not incorporating these distributions in the washing model on the results discussed below are likely negligible, as the majority of the selection pressure is caused by the equilibrium, rather than the washing Section 3].
Elution Methods for eluting bound phage include acid elution, competitive elution and using a cleaving enzyme speci c to a site cloned in the pIII molecule. We focus on acid elution, as it is presently the most prevalent technique.
In reality, the a nity of ligand to receptor under acid conditions is related in some complex manner to its a nity in neutral medium. However, we know of no way to formulate this calculation. Instead, our elution model is an extension of that in SELEXION 12] , in which elution is considered to be sequence independent but with di erent properties for each surface to which the ligand is bound. Phage monovalently bound to target have probability p CE (Correctly Eluted) of being eluted. Phage bivalently bound to target are eluted with probability (p CE ) 2 , re ecting the increased di culty of removing bivalently bound phage. Similarly, phage bound to plastic mono-and bivalently have elution probabilities of p BG (BackGround) and (p BG ) 2 respectively. These parameters can be measured in experiments using wells with no target and wells with target using careful quanti cation of the target and phage concentrations before and after elution.
Ampli cation and renormalization Phage ampli cation typically starts with infecting quiescent Escherichia coli. Phage are produced throughout a log growth phase and are harvested after the bacteria have gone quiescent. We know of no model that estimates even the average number of phage produced by such a system and so do not include a separate ampli cation step in the model. Instead, we combine ampli cation and renormalization into a single step in which each phage surviving elution is scaled by the same amount so as to yield a renormalized library of the same size as the original library, but with the mole fractions that resulted from elution. For the same reason, we do not include proteolysis in the model. The degree of proteolysis is unknown and may occur before, during or after ampli cation, making its signi cance very di cult to estimate. This is the same approach as taken in 12]. It is a reasonable approximation, as the heart of the search process occurs during the selection steps. What is lost from the model is any noise that results from non-uniform ampli cation of di erent species, such as results from di erent infection or virus assembly rates.
Sampling The key issue for a successful search is mole fraction. Unlike computer optimization methods, it is not possible to detect the presence of single members of the population nor to store information on the best sequences after they are lost from the population. Instead, only a small number of eluted ligands are sampled for detailed study in a laboratory protocol, typically 20 -200. With such a small fraction of the library being sampled, it is imperative that the desired ligands occupy a substantial portion of the library.
To account for the small sample size, we use a probabilistic model of sampling. Sampling from the library is \without replacement," meaning that once a phage is sampled it is no longer available to sample again. The appropriate distribution to describe this process is the hypergeometric distribution. However, because the library is very large compared to the sample size, we can safely assume that sampling is \with replacement" and use the much simpler binomial distribution. This also has the advantage of making the probability of sampling phage i independent of the probability of sampling phage j, which will greatly simplify some of our calculations. The probability that ligand i with mole fraction f i is included in a sample of size s from a large library is approximately 1 ? (1 ? f i ) s , which is small for small f i and small s.
Single step model for selection
Because the probabilistic steps in the model are cascaded upon one another, it can be di cult to understand how the laboratory parameters and model assumptions in uence the result of the search. However, we note that in one round of selection, each phage has only two possible destinies: it can be retained after elution (selected), or it can be lost from the library. The probabilities associated with all the di erent paths towards elution in Fig. 1 can be collapsed into p sel i , the probability that a single phage of type i is selected. The equilibrium, washing and elution steps composing selection are thus mathematically equivalent to a single random process acting on the library, modeled with a binomial distribution. With this formalism, the probability for the number of phage i selected is (23) where the variables refer to the number of phage and not their concentrations and 
Equation (24) is best understood by tracing the eight di erent paths a single phage can take from tot to elu in Fig. 1 :
These paths each correspond to one of the eight terms in Eqn. (24) . Since a phage can only take one path, the probabilities of each of the paths is independent, and the probability of phage i being selected is simply the sum of the probabilities of the separate paths.
This binomial provides a simple means to consider the initial very low concentrations of ligands and the stochastic aspects of selection. For example, the probability that at least one ligand i will survive selection can be expressed:
While binding of one ligand depends on the degree to which other ligands bind, this information is all collapsed within the de nition of p sel i . The binomial formalism makes the binding of di erent ligands appear independent. Thus, the probability that two ligands i and j both survive selection is given by
The probabilities for more complex ligand survival questions can be formulated similarly.
Performance measures
There are many ways to compare di erent laboratory protocols and parameters for iterative selection/ampli cation methods. We call these criteria performance measures, probabilistic measures of satisfying well-de ned criteria for successful search. A common performance measure is the enrichment function 12, 19, 22] . Enrichment can be de ned as the ratio of either concentrations or mole fractions before and after selection as a function of a nity or as a function of ligand rank (ranked by decreasing a nity) in the library. The enrichment function provides some measure of the e ects of a particular protocol; however, it is not necessarily the best measure as: (1) It is cumbersome to use for comparative purposes, since it is a function of a nity or rank rather than a single number; (2) It does not re ect the particular goals of a search, such as whether one wants one ligand with very high a nity or a variety of ligands with high a nities; and (3) If target concentration does not vastly exceed the total ligand concentration, the enrichment function changes depending on the initial a nity distribution. For these reasons, we consider other performance measures. We de ne several performance measures that relate to the mole fractions of those species which, if found in the nal sample, would re ect a successful search. These measures include:
(1) the mole fraction of the highest a nity ligand (from the initial library) at a particular round, (2) the probability that a given number of ligands with a nities above a speci ed threshold appear in a sample taken after a particular round, (3) the generation at which the mole fraction of the best ligand (or several high a nity ligands) exceeds a given value, and (4) the sample size required to achieve a given probability of including in the sample at least one copy of one or several ligands with a nities above a given threshold at a given round. Note that, for searches which add new species each round by mutation, measures such as the rst and third need be de ned with respect to a nities above a threshold, not the rank of a given a nity in the initial library. Several examples of these performance measures are shown in sections 3.3 and 3.4 below.
Parameter ranges
Because many of the model parameters are unknown, we run the simulations over a wide range of parameter settings that we believe encompass the correct values. The parameters known exactly or to a good approximation are number of species n, wash time t wash , phage translational di usion coe cient D, phage valency v, reaction volume V , and reaction surface area A. The unknown parameters and their ranges are: target a nity distribution : p(K T a ) is based on the RAD model as described above.
plastic a nity distribution : Because we do not use an a nity landscape model 14, 19, 24] , the assignment of plastic a nities to phage with given target a nities would be completely arbitrary and add an unnecessary degree of complexity. Instead, we use a single a nity towards plastic for all species, K P a . In the simulations, K P a ranges from 10 =mole sec) for all phage to both plastic and target. This is a typical rate constant for macromolecules. target concentration T tot ] : In preparing a microtiter well for an experiment, the number of target molecules added to the well can be calculated. The number remaining attached to the polystyrene after washing out the excess is unknown. As a typical case, we consider 5 g of a 30,000 dalton target added to a well, which is (5 10 ?6 grams) (1 mole/30,000 grams) (6:023 10 23 particles/mole) 10 14 particles. This is an upper limit for the number of targets left in the well, and is likely an order of magnitude or two too large. In our studies below, we vary T tot from 10 
Results
Our results are a combination of simulations and application of the formulae developed above. We rst examine a single round of selection in detail. We then consider the e ect of various search strategies on the results over several selection/ampli cation rounds. All results are for reactions in a microtiter well with interior radius 0.35 cm and 0.15 ml uid. We use a phage pIII valency of 5 unless otherwise speci ed. . The general form of the p BT curves is similar to that described in 22] { p BT increases rapidly until a threshold a nity above which binding occurs with probability very close to one. We refer to this threshold a nity as d K BT a . With increasing target concentration, binding is more probable at a given a nity, resulting in a lower d K BT a (a shift of the binding curve to the left) Fig. 4(a) ]. In 22], the rapidly-increasing region of the curve is log-linear, while our curves show a sigmoidal shape. The di erence is due to our incorporating multivalent binding. With increasing valency, binding is more likely at a given a nity Fig. 4(b) ]. For changes in valency from 2 to 5, under the constraint that no more than two pIII molecules on a phage bind target, the changes in binding probability are modest. However, the change in p BT between monovalent phage and phage of any valency greater than one is very large. For changes in a nity centered around d K BT a , di erences between the mono-and multivalent binding probabilities can approach several orders of magnitude. =10 8 T tot =10 9 T tot =10 10 T tot =10 11 T tot =10 12 T tot =10 =10 8 T tot =10 9 T tot =10 10 T tot =10 11 T tot =10 12 T tot =10 The cause of the sigmoid shape is apparent from the separate probabilities of a multivalent phage binding monovalently or bivalently Fig. 4(c) ]. These curves are representative of any valency from v = 2 : : : 5. Above d K BT a , p BT;2 rapidly approaches 1 while p BT;1 drops toward 0. This di erence occurs because the cross-linking association constant to surface-bound targets in Fig. 3(b) is much larger than the rst association constant, driving the second reaction forward. At low a nities, both p BT;1 and p BT;2 drop towards 0, with p BT;1 becoming the larger at very low a nities. At a nities near d K BT a , monovalent binding makes its largest contribution, though bivalent binding still dominates. The switch from the monovalent curve dominating selection to the multivalent curve dominating selection produces the sigmoid shape.
The plastic binding probability curves are constant (non-speci c with respect to target a nity) until target a nity approaches d K BT a , after which they drop towards zero. The constant region occurs because non-speci c plastic binding dominates the selection for low target a nities. At su ciently high target a nity, the phage increasingly ignore the plastic and bind the target. At all target a nities, for our choices of plastic a nity K P a , bivalent binding to plastic always greatly exceeds monovalent binding to plastic.
Washing retention probabilities: Figure 5 (a) shows the probability of pentavalent phage remaining bound to target after washing for various target concentrations and wash times. Phage with a nities above a threshold essentially always remain bound to target. As a nity drops below this washing threshold, the probability of their remaining bound drops towards zero very rapidly. Larger target concentrations shift this threshold to lower a nities, re ecting the greater ease with which detached phage re-attach to surface-bound target before di using. Longer wash times shift the threshold towards higher a nities, re ecting the increased a nity needed to maintain a bond during a longer wash.
Increasing pIII valency, under the constraint that no more than two pIII molecules bind target, shifts the washing threshold to lower a nities Fig. 5(b) ]. For short washing times, this change is quite small, and there appears to even be little di erence between monovalent and multivalent phage. The small e ect of valency may be a re ection of the washing conditions, under which we assume that the free phage concentration is zero. Because BT;1 ] is so much smaller than BT;2 ], the ow to the right in the second reaction in Fig. 3(b) is much, much smaller than the ow to the left, despite k T fx k T rx . We return to this topic in the Discussion.
The relative importance of the equilibrium and washing in selection depends on the position of the washing threshold relative to d K BT a . Included in Fig. 5(b) are the monovalent and pentavalent binding curves for the same target concentration as the washing curves. For all valencies and all washing times, the washing retention probabilities are signi cantly less than one only for those phage that do not bind target well. The e ect of washing is only apparent at low K T a where it is easily overwhelmed by background binding Fig. 6 ]. As a result, both monovalent and multivalent selection with surface-bound targets is dominated by the equilibrium, and washing serves mostly to remove the unbound phage.
It is also possible to examine the washing probabilities for each valency of binding inde- and t wash (in seconds); (b) As vary valency v and t wash . The unmarked lines show the probability of binding target for monovalent and pentavalent phage. In all cases, the washing retention probability is signi cantly less than one only for those phage that did not bind target well in the rst place. As a result, selection with surface-bound targets is dominated by the equilibrium, and washing serves mostly to remove the unbound phage. , whether a phage was monovalently or bivalently bound before the wash, the probability of its being retained bivalently exceeds that of it being retained monovalently.
Selection probabilities: For a phage to be selected, it must bind either target or plastic during equilibrium, be retained during the wash, and be collected during elution. Selection can be viewed as a competition between phage being selected via target (target selection) or being selected via plastic (plastic selection). The distribution of a nities and the settings of laboratory parameters dictate which surface \wins" how many phage in selection and how many phage are selected at all.
As discussed above, washing has little e ect on those phage which bind well. As a result, the probability of target selection Fig. 6(a) ] is very similar to that of binding target during equilibrium Fig. 4(a) ]. Taking target and plastic selection together, the overall selection probability p sel is of the form in Figs. 6(b) -6(d). These curves are analogous to enrichment functions such as in 22], where enrichment is de ned as the ratio of phage of a given a nity after selection to that before selection.
We refer to the threshold a nity at which p sel approaches 1 as d K T a , for which we derive an approximation in Appendix C. For 
, since the majority of such phage are bivalently bound to target, are not removed by washing and are eluted with probability (p CE ) 2 . The lower plateau results from plastic selection, which, being non-speci c, enforces a lower limit to the selection probability at any a nity. The height of the lower plateau depends on K P a and P tot ] and is directly related to (p BG ) 2 . The slope of the logarithmic portion does not change with any of these parameters.
The e ects of pIII valency, washing time, target concentration, p CE and p BG are shown in Figs. 6(b) -6(d). Higher target concentrations shift the logarithmic portion of p sel to lower a nities, while changing wash time from 20 to 2000 seconds has little in uence Fig.  6(b) Fig. 6(c) ]. Valency increases from 2 to 5 shift the curve to lower a nities and increase the degree of background selection Fig. 6(d) ]. p sel for monovalent phage is less than that for multivalent phage at all a nities. The much gentler slope between the plateaus of the monovalent selection curve re ects the gentler slope in the monovalent binding probability curve. These calculations are in accord with experimental results summarized in 25] , in which it is demonstrated that the probability of selection with multivalent phage display is much larger than that with phagemid systems ( which most phage are monovalent for the peptide insert).
Higher K P a or P tot ] increase the lower threshold and move both the upper and lower in ection points to higher a nities. Except in cases where there is exceedingly low background binding, this lower plateau overwhelms di erences in selection caused by di erent washing times. When K P a and P tot ] are both small, washing plays a more signi cant role than described above. With a low level of background selection, the small probability di erences caused by changes in washing time Fig. 6(a) ] are not overwhelmed by the background. Because of the initial relative abundance of low a nity phage Fig. 2] , these small di erences could serve a role in controlling the rate of enrichment.
Robustness to length of pIII molecule: For both target and plastic, bivalent binding drives the binding reactions. Thus, the ratio of K T a and K T x is critical. In our model, this ratio is just d, the distance between binding points on the pIII molecules Appendix C]. Varying d from 10 ?8 cm to 10 ?5 cm, we found little di erence in target binding probability for a variety of T tot ] and g. The washing retention probability curve shifts towards higher a nities as d decreases, re ecting tighter binding when the free pIII molecules of a monovalently bound phage are constrained to a smaller volume. However, the e ect on selection is greatly mitigated, as the washing retention probability still remains approximately 1 for all a nities that bind to a reasonable extent during equilibrium.
What does change noticeably as d is varied is the degree of non-speci c binding. For a nities below the logarithmic increase in selection probability seen in Figs. 6(b) -6(d), the binding probability can increase { up to a factor of 5 for washes of 2000 seconds { as d decreases. This di erence can be quite signi cant for single rounds of selection, in which the vast majority of the library has low target a nity and is only selected by binding plastic. However, over several rounds of selection, we observe little to no di erence in the mole fractions selected for a variety of T tot ], g, and t wash . We discuss possible reasons for this robustness to changes in d in the Discussion.
Distribution of mole fractions
With the single step formulation of selection (section 2.1), we can nd the probability distribution for the mole fraction f i that a phage of type i will occupy after one round of selection. Calculating a mole fraction needs the total number of selected phage. After calculating p sel i for all species i = 1 : : : n, each species of phage can be considered to be selected independently. Thus, the total number of selected phage is given by the sum of n binomially-distributed random variables. For n large, as is the case in molecular diversity experiments, the Central Limit Theorem states that the total can be well-approximated by a normal distribution whose mean sel is the sum of the n means and whose variance 2 sel is the sum of the n variances: (27) The expression for p(f i ) is derived in Appendix D. It is not simpi able, and we calculate it numerically for the results in this section.
If there is only one copy of each type of phage before selection, p(f i ) is of the form shown in Fig. 7(a) . Here, either the best ligand is not selected, and its mole fraction is zero; or it is selected and its mole fraction is one divided by the total number of selected phage. p(f i ) thus consists of a spike of value p( sel i = 0) at f i = 0 and a hump centered about 1=(1+ sel ), where here sel does not include ligand i. When there are several copies of phage i, the p(f i ) consists of a peak at zero and humps centered about all possible values of sel i divided by sel i + sel (again sel not including ligand i) Fig. 7(b) ]. When there are hundreds to thousands of copies of each phage, the humps merge into a more complex mixture, but the distribution remains in the same form.
E ect of an increasing stringency strategy
Selection stringency, also called selection strength, re ects the degree to which an a nity di erence induces di erential enrichment of ligands. Stringency is most often controlled by changing target concentration, though other means such as increasing wash time are also e ective. High target concentrations (low stringency) ensure the survival of the best ligands, but at the cost of reducing di erential enrichment of the better species and hence requiring many rounds for good selection. Low target concentrations (high stringency) yield high di erential enrichment, but also risk losing some of the best ligands due to their initially very low concentrations.
As a compromise to allow relatively rapid enrichment of the best species with low risk of their loss, laboratories have various schedules for starting with low stringencies that are increased in later generations. In the only theoretical work on the subject of which we are aware, Irvine et. al. suggest a two-tiered stringency schedule, in which the initial rounds are set for high probability of the best ligand surviving and later rounds are set for maximal enrichment of the best ligand 12]. They calculate the details of the schedule based on values for p CE =p BG , the bulk a nity of the population, and an estimate of the a nity of the best ligand in the library.
To study the e ects of iteratively applying the selection processes explored in the previous section, we simulated phage display for several iterations on a library of 10 7 species. A nities to target were chosen from the RAD model. Target concentration was either kept constant or reduced by by factor g each iteration such that T tot gen i ] = g T tot gen i?1 ]. The initial target concentration varied over several orders of magnitude. Other parameters were varied to determine the degree of their e ect. For computational expediency, species of a nity below 10 5 M ?1 were grouped into 500 bins each of which was assigned the average a nity of its members. This had no noticeable e ect on any results. The results in this and the following sections are based on the average of between 20 and 50 simulations starting with the same libraries. All simulations were calculated under the excess receptor approximation; we have not explored those cases where initial T tot ] ( T tot ini ]) is close to or below the total phage concentration.
Plots of a nity distribution changes over rounds provide an instructive view of the e ect of di erent stringency schedules. In Fig. 8(a) , a nity distributions are shown for the initial library and the rst four rounds for the case of constant stringency (g = 1). The initial library (round 0) follows the RAD p(K a ) distribution 18]. Subsequent rounds show decreases in low a nity phage mole fractions and increases in those of high a nity phage. The peak The problem with constant selection stringency is that there generally is insu cient di erential enrichment of the best ligands. The peak in the mole fraction curve is located several orders of magnitude less than the maximal a nity in the initial library. There are at least three reasons for the small mole fraction of the highest a nity species: (1) The extremely low initial mole fractions and concentrations of the highest a nity bins induces a transient disadvantage for such bins. This transient can last for several rounds when the selection stringency is low. (2) These low concentrations increase the probability that some of the best few ligands will be lost from the library, reducing the average mole fraction of these bins. (3) While the competitive advantage of the best few phage over the majority of the library is very large, their competitive advantage over \suboptimal" phage (with a nities around one to two orders of magnitude lower) is much smaller. The competition between the best and suboptimal phage slow the enrichment of the best phage.
Typical results for simulations with an increasing stringency strategy are shown in Figs. Fig. 8(b) ], the high a nity peak migrates to higher a nities each round. The more stringent selection favors higher a nity phage. However, even though mole fraction of the high a nity peak increases each round, this mole fraction is always much lower than that for the corresponding generation at constant stringency. This happens because decreasing target concentration lessens the total number of phage that bind target but does not lessen the degree of background binding. As a result, the mole fraction of low-a nity phage is much higher than that in the constant stringency case. For example, four generations with g = 0:1 are needed to reduce the background to the same degree as between the second and third generation with constant stringency. Thus, while a decreasing stringency strategy allows higher a nity ligands to be found, more rounds will be needed to nd them with the same probability. For higher rates of stringency increases, the peak migrates to higher a nities more rapidly, but the background contribution decreases very slowly Fig. 8(c) ]. Too high a rate of stringency increase will prevent selection from working at all, and most phage sampled will be representative of background binding Fig. 8(d) ].
8(b) { 8(d). When target concentration decreases each round g = 0:1 in
The particular values of g used in Fig. 8 were chosen to be illustrative of trends. They are not inherently special. Selecting an initial target concentration T tot ini ] and g to optimize a search requires striking a balance between rapid enrichment and low background level. The optimal settings also depend critically on the performance measure of interest. Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate several di erent performance measures as a function of T tot ini and g. The mesh plots in Fig. 9 show the probability of obtaining at least one of the r highest ranked phage in a sample of 20 phage taken after selection in iteration i. This performance measure corresponds to searching for a single very high a nity molecule. The plots in Fig. 10 show the probability of obtaining at least one of each of the r highest ranked phage in a sample of 20 phage taken after iteration i. This measure corresponds to seeking a consensus sequence.
Formally, these performance measures can be de ned as follows. Since the sample size s is far smaller than the number of phage eluted, we can simplify the de nitions by assuming sampling with replacement. Thus, sampling probabilities can be described with a multinomial distribution, rather than with the more cumbersome hypergeometric distribution. If f i is the mole fraction of species i after elution, the probability of including at least one member of species i in the sample is p( samp The probability of including at least one of each of the top r-ranked phage is is cumbersome to express but is a standard derivation given in general form in many probability theory books.
In the early rounds, it is essentially impossible to nd the best (highest ranked) phage with any (T tot ini , g) combination Fig. 9 , top-left]. However, in successive generations, it becomes easier to nd the best, and both the maximum probability of success and the range of (T tot ini , g) combinations that enable success with high probability increase Figs. 9, middleleft and lower-left]. When the performance measure is to nd any of the best few phage, the range of useful (T tot , g) combinations is much larger as are the probabilities for success Fig.  9 , right]. This di erence is simply a re ection of the larger mole fraction occupied by the top r species versus the single best species.
Finding a consensus sequence is more di cult: A number of di erent species must all have large enough mole fractions to be included in the sample. The left column of Fig. 10 shows the probability of sampling the best phage in rounds 3, 5, and 7. These are the same results as in the left column of Fig. 9 and are included for comparison. The right column shows the probability of sampling at least one of each of the 5 best species. In comparison to sampling only the best species, the range of useful (T tot ini , g) combinations is much smaller and the probabilities of success much lower. In addition, the maximal probability for success over all (T tot ini , g) initially rises but then falls in later rounds. Here, we have selected too well, and the best few phage are competing the next ranked phage out of the library. We will return to this last issue in the following section.
The mesh plots in Figs. 9 and 10 all have the same general structure: The region of greatest success follows a curved path through the (T tot ini , g) plane. The region widens and changes in height for the di erent performance measures and iterations, but always has the same basic shape. For successful search when 0:4 < g 1, T tot ini should be within the approximate range of 10 rapidly. As the round at which sampling is performed is increased, the curve shifts to higher T tot ini . The size of this shift increases as g decreases. At very low g, search almost always fails, since there are too few targets for any ligands to bind with high probability. This shape and its changes with round and g re ect the balance between di erential enrichment and the mole fractions of high a nity species seen in Fig. 8 . In part, the shape results from a small g necessitating a high T tot ini , so the target concentration is reasonable in the last round of the search.
If laboratory techniques are such that background binding is very low, these results are not as applicable. When background binding is very low (low P tot ] and/or low K P a ), there is little concern with plastic selection overwhelming target selection when using a high rate of stringency increase. T tot ini ] determines the location of the high a nity mole fraction peak after the rst round, and g determines how rapidly the peak moves towards higher a nities each round. However, there remains the concern that with a low T tot ini the highest a nity species may be lost in the rst round. The best strategy for low background then likely is a large initial target concentration followed by a rapid increase in stringency (g small). The best strategy for high background is to keep the target concentration high each round, or plastic selection will overwhelm target selection.
E ect of sample size
A useful performance measure for a search strategy is the number of ligands that have to be sampled and sequenced to achieve a given goal. Sample size is an important performance measure, as plating out individual phage and sequencing their inserted DNA can be costly and time-consuming for large samples. For example, a strategy that gives a 95% chance of including at least one copy of the best ligand in just 20 samples after the third round is superior to a strategy requiring 40 samples, all else being equal. Minimal sample sizes can be calculated given the mole fractions of the di erent species in a library after elution.
When the objective is to nd the best phage in the initial library, the number of samples required for a given probability of nding that phage starts on the order of the size of the entire library and drops rapidly with each round Fig. 11(a) ]. (The searches in this and the following gure both start with libraries containing one copy each of 10 7 species.) More often, however, the objective is to nd a variety of sequences with high a nity, such as when searching for a consensus sequence or trying to deduce a motif. In this case, there is a risk of going too many rounds Fig. 11(b) ]. What happens is that, in the early rounds, the mole fractions of all the best few binders increase. As the rounds continue, the best binder starts to take over the population and reduce the mole fractions of the 2nd, 3rd, etc. best phage. The second best binder competes the 3rd, 4th, etc. best phage from the library, and so on. As a result, it becomes increasingly more di cult to include at least one copy of each of the best few ligands, and the minimal sample size increases. Eventually, some of the best few ligands are lost due to competition with the better ligands, and it becomes impossible to achieve the goal of the search. Initially, all r species are ampli ed, allowing smaller sample sizes for a given p. After a number of iterations, the higher-ranked of the r species compete the lesser-ranked of the r species from the population, making nding all r more and more di cult and requiring larger sample sizes. Two major determinants of the shapes of these sample size curves are the initial target concentration and the selection stringency schedule. The smallest sample sizes are found for the same combinations of T tot ini and g that yield the highest sampling probabilities for the same experimental goal Figs. 9 and 10] . Figure 12(a) shows how the sample size for obtaining at least one copy of the best ligand with probability 0.99 changes radically with di ering stringency schedules. In general, for a given T tot ini , there is a g that minimizes the number of samples for a given round. The number of samples required increases as g changes from this value. The best g for one round is not always the same as that for another. For example, in Fig. 12(a) , g = 0:3 requires the fewest samples for rounds 1?5 of the g's plotted. In round 6, g = 0:4 requires the fewest, and g = 0:5 requires the fewest in later generations. Not shown in this curve is that, for too high a rate of stringency increase, the best ligand will be lost. One implication of these results is that the best stringency schedule can depend on laboratory costs. If it is more expedient to perform fewer rounds than study more samples, than sampling before round 5 with g = 0:3 is the best amongst the g's plotted. If studying samples is cheaper, than sampling at round 6 or later with g 0:4 ? 0:5 is best.
For obtaining a consensus sequence, the relationship between T tot ini , g, and the sample size curves is more complex Fig. 12(b) ]. Increasing the stringency rate shifts the point at which the minimal number of samples is needed to earlier rounds. However, higher stringency rates also brings the rapid increase in minimal sample size to earlier rounds, making more critical the need to sample the library in the correct round. For both nding the best ligand or nding a consensus sequence, varying T tot ini has similar e ects as varying g. We are currently investigating whether these generic results can be solved for a particular molecular design problem.
Discussion
In this paper, we developed and studied a model of phage display whose design speci cally incorporated the stochastic nature of each laboratory step. By including such details as phage multivalency, surface binding and multiple classes of targets, the model was able to address many important questions about tradeo s and optimal design for molecular search. By combining the three steps of selection into a single-step, equivalent process, we were able to collapse the complex mathematical details of selection into a simple process with a single selection probability. We demonstrated how search performance and the best choice of laboratory parameters depends heavily on the criterion used to de ne search success. By varying parameters, we showed that most results are robust to estimated parameters, such as the distance between binding sites on two pIII molecules.
There are a large variety of issues that can be addressed with the model, and we focused on three in this publication: (1) The e ects of target concentration, phage valency, degree of background binding and other laboratory parameters on the probabilities of phage binding and of being selected; (2) The e ects of an increasing selection stringency strategy and how it results in a tradeo between rapid library enrichment and high probability of sampling the best ligands, and (3) How the number of phage sampled for detailed study at the end of a search alters search success and suggests how many generations to perform. Our major results include:
Equilibrium dominates the selection process. Washing has little e ect other than diluting the unbound phage except in the case when there is little non-speci c binding.
The di erences between monovalent and multivalent phage are quite important. Multivalent phage potentially yield stronger selection pressure by allowing better control over which phage bind and which do not. However, because multivalent phage can survive selection more easily, when using the same target concentration, multivalent phage show weaker selection than monovalent phage. Using a lower target concentration for multivalent phage yields far stronger selection than the equivalent experiment with monovalent phage. The tradeo between selection stringency and the probability of nding very high a nity ligands can be characterized in detail. For a particular set of laboratory parameters and search goals, there is a range of initial target concentrations T tot ini and stringency increase rates g that yield high probability of success. If stringency increases slowly or not at all, T tot ini should be low. If stringency increases rapidly, much larger T tot ini are necessary. The more rounds before a sample is taken when increasing selection stringency, the larger the T tot ini needed. Search for a single high a nity phage becomes easier with each round, as a greater variety of T tot ini and g provide the same level of search success in successive rounds. As the range of acceptable a nities for search success increases, the range of useful T tot ini and g also increases, as well as the probability of success for any choice of parameters. Searching for a consensus sequence is more di cult than searching for a single, higha nity phage, as the range of useful experimental parameters is much narrower. Initially, nding a consensus sequence is easier with each round. After a point, nding a consensus sequence becomes progressively more di cult, as the best few phage compete the other best phage out of the library. The fewest number of samples are needed at this interim round. We are currently investigating practical means to determine this round. If there is little non-speci c binding, selection stringency can be increased rapidly with little risk of losing the best few ligands. But T tot ini should be high so as to prevent their loss in the rst round, when their concentrations are extremely low. If there is high non-speci c binding, selection stringency must be kept low or background binding will overwhelm selection. When searching for a single, high-a nity phage, the number of samples necessary for a given probability of search success decreases each round. When searching for a consensus sequence, the number of samples necessary decreases with initial rounds and increases with later rounds.
While this model is geared to a particular laboratory's phage display protocol, it is not di cult to alter it for other variants of phage display or other techniques of applied molecular evolution such as SELEX. For instance, a competitive elution step can be modeled by manipulating the mathematics derived for the equilibrium and washing steps section 2]. The model used above for competitive elution can be replaced by that for competitive elution, while the remainder of the model and its analysis remains unchanged. Some extensions are not as straightforward; for example, phage display with the insert in pVIII is qualitatively very distinct from the pIII version we model here. pVIII insertions require di erent models for equilibrium, washing, and elution than those used in this work.
The utility of this model for designing experimental protocols, indeed the utility of any model of microbiological techniques, depends greatly on how correct the parameters are for a particular laboratory implementation. As discussed in section 2.3, several parameters can be measured with auxiliary experiments { p CE , p BG , the average K P a , T tot ] and P tot ]. The unknowns that will almost always never be known for a new set of ligands or target are p(K T a ), p(K P a ), p(k T on ) and p(k P on ). However, even an approximately or weakly parameterized model can help improve search strategies provided realistic ranges are used for the unknowns, as demonstrated for SELEX in 12]. The results in this paper are particularly useful for setting selection stringency and deciding which round to sample most extensively.
Setting selection stringency As discussed at length in section 3.3, selection stringency can be viewed as the strength of the competition between target selection and plastic selection. With any degree of background binding, there exists a target concentration that yields optimal enrichment for ligands of a given K a . However, to preferentially enrich high a nity species, this (generally low) target concentration is at odds with the high target concentrations needed to insure retention of high a nity ligands in the early rounds and their successful sampling in later rounds. These lower target concentrations reduce the number of ligands selected via target, but do not change the number of ligands non-speci cally bound. As a result, the mole fraction of target selected ligands is reduced when high a nity ligand enrichment is increased Fig. 8 ].
The shapes of the probability mesh plots in Figs. 9 and 10 suggest means to set selection stringency even in the absence of correct, experiment-speci c parameters. One can start with a wide variety of initial target concentrations provided selection stringency increases rapidly. The useful range of initial target concentrations increases if one is willing to sample after more rounds. If one is limited in the total amount of target available, then a constant or slowly increasing stringency strategy (0:5 g 1) is more likely to give high probability of success, though more rounds may be necessary to reach this high probability. If a consensus sequence is desired, than it may be more appropriate to do preliminary experiments to measure some of the model parameters so as to more precisely plot performance measure probability curves and know in which round to sample.
The only selection stringency schedules we considered were exponential drops in concentration parameterized by g. Clearly there are an in nite number of schedules, many of which may be superior to an exponential drop. In fact, the crossing of the curves for two di erent g values in Figs. 9 and 10 suggests that there are better strategies, as each round could be conducted with the target concentration determined by the g curve that requires the fewest samples for that round. A more extensive analysis could search for an optimal schedule for achieving a given performance measure over the space of all possible schedules.
The analysis in this work also suggests that increasing stringency by the use of very long wash times may be of greater bene t than increasing stringency through lower target concentrations, provided the wash is long enough to shift the steep portion of the wash curve to high enough a nities Fig. 5 ]. Longer washes a ect both target-bound and nonspeci cally-bound ligands. As a result, long washes will not drastically reduce the mole fraction of high a nity ligands but will still remove low a nity ligands compared to high a nity ligands. Experiments can test this proposition.
Setting sample size and number of rounds Sampling is either performed after a given round or during each round up to a cuto point. In either case, plots such as those in Figs. 11 and 12 would be very useful in determining how many rounds to perform or in which rounds most samples should be taken. Sampling can also be optimized for a given performance measure. If the goal is to nd the highest a nity ligand in the library, than the best round in which to sample is dictated by the sample size. The larger the sample, the fewer rounds needed. If the goal is to collect a variety of high a nity ligands, then the best round in which to sample is determined by the minimum of the sample size curve. If model parameters are not known in detail, the best rounds for sampling can still be determined by running simulations for a realistic range of parameters.
Figures 11 and 12 also point out the danger of going too many rounds { the molecules one is interested in can be competed out of the population. Searching for too many rounds can also have other deleterious e ects; for example, error in measuring a nities can cause the continual loss of the best ligands in the library 20].
The role of washing in selection Our results on the minor role of washing in selection are in contrast to those observed in 22], where washing was shown to often dominate selection. This di erence results from our speci cally modeling equilibrium and washing to surfacebound targets while the model in 22] is based on standard solution phase mass-action equations. This result obtains for both monovalent and multivalent phage.
Washing ligands o surface-bound target is di cult for two reasons: (1) A ligand that has broken free of its target must still di use away from the surface. Before it does so, it may rebind. (2) As washing progresses, more surface-bound target become free, increasing the rate of rebinding to the surface 9]. These phenomena apply to phage irrespective of their valency, though multivalent phage will show these e ects more signi cantly due to their higher statistical on-and o -rates and their high cross-linking association constant K x . However, when there is very little background binding, washing can adopt a larger role. With low background, the lower plateau in the selection probability curves Figs. 6(b)-6(d)] is at a very low probability. Such a low plateau allows much larger di erence to manifest between the binding and selection curves at those lower a nities where washing has its e ect.
In contrast, when background binding is high, washing does little more than diluting the unbound phage from a well.
Phage pIII valency The generic valency v allows applying this model to cases in which there is signi cant proteolysis of the pIII molecules and to protocols using phagemids. A slightly more general version of the equilibrium, washing and elution equations can be de ned in which the number of pIII's expressing the inserted peptide is given by a probability distribution. For example, a binomial distribution might be appropriate for phagemids, in which the probability of a pIII expressing the insert would depend on the numbers of fusion phage and helper phage added to the bacterial culture.
In general, our results change little as v varies from 2 to 5 but change signi cantly as v changes from 1 to 2 or more. The curves in Figs. 4 and 6 suggest that multivalent phage give more re ned control of selection than is possible with monovalent phage. Higher valency increases the slope of the transitional region in these gures and shifts the transition to lower a nities. The higher slope on the selection curves a ords more control of selection by increasing the ability to discern between low and high a nity ligands. Such selection functions, in which the selection probability resembles a step function, are also very amenable to theoretical study 1].
The reason binding probability changes so little as valency is increased from v = 2 to v = 5 is that we restricted phage to not more than two interactions (only monovalent or bivalent binding) with the surface Fig. 4 ]. If steric considerations can be ignored so we could allow more than two interactions between a phage and targets, the transition in the binding probability curve would shift to lower a nities and increase in slope with each increase in valency. For binding in solution, it is possible that all v interactions could occur and that the transitional region would become more vertical. However, this bene t of increased control of selection would be o set by two factors: (1) As valency increases, the binding curve shifts to lower a nities, where washing plays a more signi cant role. The vertical transition in binding probability would be partially obscured by the washing retention probability curve. (2) When binding to a surface, the cross-linking association constant is very large section 3.1]. The analogous second through fth a nities between phage and targets in solution will not be so large and may be similar to that for the rst reaction, as the pIII binding sites are distant from one another and can bind more independently than in solid phase.
We were initially surprised that the washing retention probability curves di ered so little between the monovalent and multivalent case Fig. 5 ]. We believe the small di erence results from our assumption that the free phage concentration is zero ( 0 ] = 0), used to approximate vigorous washing conditions. Even though the on-rate for the second reaction is so much larger than the o -rate for the rst reaction Fig. 3 ], the actual ows are determined by both the rates and the concentrations of free, monovalently-and bivalently-bound ligand. Because of the zero free phage concentration, the concentration of monovalently-bound phage is extremely small compared to that of those bivalently bound. As a consequence, the ow from the monovalent to the bivalent state is trivial in comparison to that from the bivalent state to the monovalent state. In essence, assuming zero free phage causes the rst reaction to be rate-controlling, so the additional reactions caused by increasing phage valency have minor e ect on washing retention probability.
Assumptions Several simpli cations and assumptions used in the model are worthy of note:
For computational expediency, the lower a nity species were grouped into a nity bins section 3.3]. All species in a bin acted as a single species whose a nity was the average of those species in the bin. This simpli cation resulted in no detectable di erences in any results. This likely re ects the much greater role played by the sheer number of low a nity species than the speci c distribution of their a nities. Many of the model parameters are approximations or vary over a large range with the intention of encompassing the actual values. T tot , P tot , p CE and p BG can be measured in experiments designed speci cally for the purpose. At present, we know of no practical means to measure the a nity and on-rate distributions listed in section 2.3. A more extensive model for these distributions would be based on a sequence-toa nity (molecular tness landscape) mapping model, in which speci c sequences can be assigned target and plastic a nities and target and plastic on-rates. The model uses the same valency v for all phage in the library. In reality, the library will have a distribution of valencies, ranging from 0 to 5. The model can be extended to incorporate a range of valencies by conditioning all results on the valency of the phage involved and including a probability distribution for valency. Such an extension would be mathematically very cumbersome, since the conditioning on valency would permeate every step of the derivations. Depending on the form of the valency distribution, some of the results derived in section 2 and the Appendices might become too complex and would have to be simulated. The model devised in Appendix B is technically correct only for point-sized target \particles" uniformly distributed over a surface. Target molecules are not points and are certainly not uniformly distributed over a microtiter well surface 3, 29] . It is possible to extend the local concentration distribution to account for nite receptor size; however, as long as either the target dimensions or the target concentration is su ciently small, this extension will likely have little or negligible e ect. With the largest target concentration we consider (T tot = 10 15 ), a volume of 0.15 ml uid in a microtiter well with interior radius of 0.35 cm, and a target molecular diameter of 20 A, target molecules would be overlapping. With T tot = 10 13 , they would be separated on average by 1 A. For T tot 10 12 , the average separation is 25 A or more, and the probability that the local target concentration would indicate overlap of targets is negligible. The greater concern is the non-uniform target distribution. Target molecules tend to aggregate in clumps when adsorbed onto polystyrene 3, 29] . The e ect of a nonuniform distribution can be signi cant, as it can greatly alter the probabilities of phage binding monovalently versus multivalently. Comparison with experimental data would be helpful in determining how signi cant these e ects are, and the model can potentially be extended if there are estimates to the non-uniform distribution. The ampli cation and renormalization model in section 2 implicitly assumes that all phage are equally infectious and e ective at assembly. Other than reduced assembly from increased charge in the pIII molecules 31], there is little data available with which to build a model of di erential ampli cation. It is evident that di erential ampli cation can alter enrichment 25]. We believe that the uniform ampli cation model used in this work is most relevant to protocols in which a preampli cation step removes noninfectious phage and in which resistance to an antibiotic is encoded in the phage. When the phage are ampli ed in medium containing the antibiotic, wildtype phage resulting from reversion of some phage will be unable grow in the population. Such a scheme greatly lessens the opportunity for newly-produced phage to infect healthy E. coli and thereby lessens the ampli cation di erences due to di erences in infectivity 30]. One concern with using mass-action equations for both target and plastic is that nonspeci c binding may not be caused by an equilibrium between ligands and the nontarget surfaces. Background binding may result from ow or mechanical causes, as has been suggested by Mandecki 22] , or may result from a combination of both causes. If the background results solely from mechanical causes, we would expect the selection probability curve to be qualitatively similar to those in Fig. 6 . However, a mechanical background mechanism would result in very di erent degrees of background \binding" for a given set of experimental parameters and very di erent tradeo s between target and plastic selection. Estimating the cross-linking association constant K x is an important component of the phage display model. Many of the results are driven by the much greater role played by bivalently-bound phage than by monovalently-bound phage. This di erence results from how large K x is compared to the intrinsic a nity K a . The model in 11] that we use to estimate K x was developed for bivalent ligands such as antibodies in which the \arms" containing the binding sites are rigid and freely rotating, which is unlikely to be the case for pIII molecules. Ideally, K x could be estimated by a proper biophysical model for pIII cross-linking. Such a model would incorporate the sti ness of pIII molecules and the exact distance between the pIII base and the peptide insert. However, there is insu cient data known about pIII molecular structure and properties to support such a model. The robustness of the results to several order of magnitude changes in d suggest that the results would remain at least qualitatively correct with a more advanced model section 3.1]. We were initially surprised that d could be changed so much with little change in the results. We believe that the e ect of varying d is mitigated by all phage having the same change { so that the relative e ect on phages of di erent a nity is small, even though the absolute changes may be large.
At present, we do not have an analytic means to calculate results or performance measures over more than one selection/ampli cation round. As a consequence, many results were found by simulation and we did not consider some other useful performance measures. Analytic expressions will lessen the need for simulations to observe the e ect of parameter changes. Most of the performance measures used in this paper are based on successfully nding any or all of the r top-ranked phage in a given round. More realistic performance measures would be based on nding at least q out of the top r-ranked phage, as these measures allow for nding a consensus sequence without the added constraint of requiring the found species to have consecutive ranks starting from 1. Such q-out-of-r measures are conceptually not di cult to calculate, but the resulting expressions are very cumbersome. The q-out-of-r performance measures can be regarded as intermediate between \any" and \all" performance measures, whose probabilities and sample sizes provide upper and lower bounds to the q-out-of-r measures. These rank-based performance measures can also be extended to a nity based measures by estimating the average a nity of the r'th-ranked species in the initial library, such as can be characterized with order statistics 2]. Finally, an issue we have not overtly demonstrated in this work but whose solution has become partially apparent with repeated simulation is why phage display and similar molecular search methods work so well { or at all. We believe that much of their success stems from the extensive tail in the a nity distribution p(K a ) Fig. 2 ]. The majority of the distribution is under the tail, which is why the mean is so far to the right of the mode. When assigning a nities to ligands from this distribution, the vast majority of ligands will have low to moderate a nities. Fewer and fewer will be found at higher a nities. As a consequence, the average di erence in a nity between phage sorted by rank will be very large at high a nities (low ranks). This di erence can be several orders of magnitude for the best species in a su ciently diverse library. The top few phage di er so much from the rest of the library that the library can be considered as just the top few ranked phage and \everybody else." The orders of magnitude di erences are so large as to give substantially higher binding probabilities to the top ranked phage than to the rest of the library. With a su cient number of rounds to reduce the background and a judicious choice of selection stringency increase rate, the top few binders have high probabilities of dominating the population { which results in a successful search. This work has been generously supported by the the Coleman Foundation (#96-05-3003), the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and the National Science Foundation (Postdoctoral Fellowship in Molecular Evolution #94-4-2ME), and the Santa Fe Institute. rst interaction. We then nd the intrinsic cross-linking on-rate with k on;x = K x k off;x . Since surface concentrations are per unit area, the units of these constants are cm 2 /mole for K x , cm 2 /(mole sec) for k fx and 1/sec for k rx .
B Mass-action equations for xed, surface-bound targets
Assuming targets are distributed uniformly, the number of targets T a in a region of area a = 2 d can be approximated by a Poisson distribution with parameter = T tot =A 26] p(T a ) = e ? a ( a) Ta T a ! ; T a = 0 : : : 1 (32) Technically this distribution is non-zero only up to T a = T tot . We allow the distribution to extend towards in nite concentrations for computational convenience. This has no e ect on our computations, as Eqn. (32) gives negligible probability for T a T tot for our choices of a and A. A more serious approximation used here is that the targets can be packed arbitrarily close together. A more realistic distribution would limit T a by taking the size of the target molecules into account. The e ect of this assumption is minimal in our studies, as the probability of local concentrations signi cantly above the mean drops rapidly with our choice of parameters. We characterize both the total number of targets and the unbound targets during and after equilibrium as distributed uniformly with Poisson parameter = T 0 =A. This characterization is correct in cases where T tot ] T 0 ], such as when there is vast target excess over phage or where the most phage have low target a nity. When T 0 ] < T tot ], the characterization is somewhat weaker, as bivalently-bound phage will lessen the probability that two unbound targets are adjacent.
To correct the mass-action equations in Eqn. (1) 
The last line follows by noting that the mean of the Poisson distribution in Eqn. (32) is a. This result is the same as that for phage binding in solution as well as for phage binding to mobile surface-bound targets, such as receptors in a cell membrane. This likely is a re ection of monovalent binding being more a function of the total number of targets/unit area than the exact manner in which they are distributed. ] increase. In the calculation of the phage/target equilibrium, we substitute the stochastic result in Eqn. (36) for the deterministic result in Eqn. (1) .
Since the plastic surface is coated with target and blocking agent, not all plastic binding sites are available for phage. We also model the distribution of total and free plastic binding sites using a Poisson distributions with with parameters = P tot =A and = P 0 =A respectively. C Approximation of c K T a Equation (24) gives the selection probability in terms of the individual equilibrium, washing and elution probabilities. The complex relationships between K T a and the individual probabilities makes nding the K T a that has a given p sel quite di cult. However, for certain ranges of p sel , we can make reasonable assumptions that simplify Eqn. (24) considerably. We are particularly interested in d K T a , the a nity where p sel transitions from logarithmic to constant Fig. 6 ].
As discussed in section 3.1, because the cross-linking association constant is so much larger than the corresponding intrinsic a nity, phage bind bivalently to a far greater extent than they do monovalently. This is increasingly true as target a nity increases, and we have observed it to always be the case for a nities near d 
